
 

 

                                                       RIVERS 
 
                                   “Der Fluss ist überall zugleich” 
                                                                            Hermann Hesse 
 
 
There is something rather intriguing about the names given to many of our rivers. Take this 
little selection, for example: 
 
     Ems.     Nidd.      Ure.      Yare.    Ouse.    Lune.    Wye.    Wyre 
 
They all sound, at least to my ear, very un-English. They do not sound like words that have 
been created in the Latin/Anglo-Saxon linguistic womb. They seem to be speaking to us 
from another world, another dimension, another version of a long-vanished English. 
 
Equally intriguing is a similar list of rivers in Germany: 
 
     Ems    Nide     NIdder     Our    Ohre      Oese     Lune      Wohra 
 
They, too, sound very un-German. They were not created in the medieval melting pot of 
competing dialects from which emerged, thanks to Luther’s German version of the Bible, 
the modern High German language of today. They, too, speak of a lost world almost 
impossible to imagine. 
 
But most intriguing of all, as sharp-eyed readers will have already noticed, is that most of 
these rivers, separated by half a continent apart across the North Sea, are virtually 
identical in sound and pronunciation, and in some cases, spelling. The river Ems in 
Hampshire flows into Chichester harbour. The river Ems in Germany flows into the North 
Sea. The Nidd flows down Nidderdale in Yorkshire, whilst the Nide and the Nidder flow 
into the larger river Main near Frankfurt. Ouse/Oese and Wyre/Wohra are almost 
linguistic Siamese twins!  
 
So what might we deduce from this remarkable conjunction of river names? Firstly, and 
perhaps most importantly, river names are the oldest surviving words in both our 
languages. They originate in a language which pre-dates the Latin/Anglo-Saxon mixture 
by many centuries, even by a couple of thousand years. It was a language spoken in this 
country long before the arrival of the Romans, but which the legionary soldiers would 
probably still have heard as they moved through the land. It was an unwritten language, 
and apart from the names of the rivers has left no trace. It has been given a technical 
name - Brythonic/Celtic, and the evidence of these river names suggests that it was 
spoken over a wide area of northern Europe. It would be tempting to call these river names 
language fossils, but that would be a mistake, for the words live on and continue to enrich 
our language and our history.  A more fitting analogy would be to compare them with the 
multitude of flint tools that survive on places like Pule Hill and Marsden Moor, for both were 
created together by the same people. 
 
Secondly, how is it that these river names alone from that distant language have survived? 
Quite simply because the names were passed down orally through the generations. The 
river formed a vital part in the life of those distant communities and each succeeding 
generation was aware of its importance. There was a need to know. For some maybe the 



 

 

river also had an almost religious significance. Only in relatively recent times was a 
physical shape in the form of the written word given to these ancient spoken names. 
 
Thirdly, how can we explain the close similarity in these river names in English and 
German? Certainly not because there was any communication across the sea, but most 
likely because these names had a meaning for those who created them. The name said 
something about the nature of the particular river, - its colour perhaps, its clarity or health 
giving properties. Or perhaps it was the name of some deity thought to reside in the river. 
Attempts have been made to interpret river names. The river Ouse, for example, is said to 
derive from the Celtic Usa, which itself is a corrupted form of “udso” = water. Nidd is said 
to mean “sparkling”, whilst Lune means “healthy and pure.” 
 
The etymology of both the English and German Ems is linked. The origin of the name is 
thought to lie with the Celtic Tamesis, the root of which is Tem meaning dark. The 
Thames (but interestingly pronounced Temz) is derived from this same source word. Best 
known perhaps is the meaning of Avon, of which there are several rivers with this name in 
the UK. It means simply river, so River Avon is simply saying river river. 
 
What these river names demonstrate is that the ancient language Brythonic/Celtic was a 
kind of lingua franca, a common tongue linking widely disparate groups over northern 
Europe, a role which modern English now fulfils on a world-wide scale. 
 
                       “A man of wisdom delights in water”      Confucius. 
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